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 LIKELIHOOD RATIO TESTS FOR MODEL SELECTION AND
 NON-NESTED HYPOTHESES1
 BY QUANG H. VUONG
 In this paper, we develop a classical approach to model selection. Using the Kullback-
 Leibler Information Criterion to measure the closeness of a model to the truth, we propose
 simple likelihood-ratio based statistics for testing the null hypothesis that the competing
 models are equally close to the true data generating process against the alternative
 hypothesis that one model is closer. The tests are directional and are derived successively
 for the cases where the competing models are non-nested, overlapping, or nested and
 whether both, one, or neither is misspecified. As a prerequisite, we fully characterize the
 asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under the most general conditions.
 We show that it is a weighted sum of chi-square distribution or a normal distribution
 depending on whether the distributions in the competing models closest to the truth are
 observationally identical. We also propose a test of this latter condition.
 KEywoRDs: Likelihood ratio tests, model selection, non-nested hypotheses, misspecified
 models, weighted sums of chi-squares.
 1. INTRODUCTION
 THE MAIN PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER is to propose sonme new tests for model
 selection and non-nested hypotheses. Since all our tests are based on the
 likelihood ratio principle, as a prerequisite, we shall completely characterize the
 asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic under general conditions.
 By general conditions we mean that the models may be nested, non-nested, or
 overlapping, and that both, only one, or neither of the competing models may
 contain the true law generating the observations.
 Unlike most previous work on model selection (see, e.g., Chow (1983, Ch. 9),
 Judge et al. (1985, Ch. 21)), we adopt the classical hypothesis testing framework
 and propose some directional and symmetric tests for choosing between models.
 This approach, which has not attracted a lot of attention, dates back to Hotelling
 (1940). See also Chow (1980). A notable and recent exception is White and Olson
 (1979) where competing models are evaluated according to their mean-square
 error of prediction. In this paper, we follow Akaike (1973, 1974) and consider the
 Kullback-Leibler (1951) Information Criterion (KLIC) which measures the dis-
 tance between a given distribution and the true distribution. If the distance
 between a specified model and the true distribution is defined as the minimum of
 'This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant SES-8410593. An early
 version was presented at the North American Econometric Society meeting, New Orleans, 1986. I am
 indebted to P. Bjorn, D. Lien, D. Rivers, the co-editor, two referees, and seminar participants at the
 University of Southern California, University of California-Berkeley, Stanford University, University
 of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, Yale University, MIT/Harvard University, University of
 Pennsylvania, University of Florida-Gainesville, North Carolina State/Duke University, Indiana
 University, and University of California-Irvine. I would like to thank especially H. White whose
 comments much improved this paper. I am grateful to C. R. Jackson and to L. Donnelly for
 stimulating thoughts. Remaining errors are mine. This paper is dedicated to some of my former
 colleagues at Caltech.
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 308 QUANG H. VUONG
 the KLIC over the distributions in the model, then it is natural to define the
 "best" model among a collection of competing models to be the model that is
 closest to the true distribution (see also Sawa (1978, Rule 2.1)).
 We consider conditional models so as to allow for explanatory variables. Then,
 if Fe = { f( y I z; 0); 0 E (9} is a conditional model, its distance from the true
 conditional density ho(ylz), as measured by the minimum KLIC, is
 E?[loghO(yJz)] - E?[logf(ylz; 0*)] where E?[.] denotes the expectation with
 respect to the true joint distribution of (y, z) and O* is the pseudo-true value of 0
 (see, e.g., Sawa (1978), White (1982a)). Thus, an equivalent selection criterion can
 be based on the quantity E0[logf(ylz; O*)], the "best" model being the one for
 which this quantity is the largest.
 Given two conditional models Fe and G= {g(ylz; y); y E F}, which may be
 nested, non-nested, or overlapping, we propose tests of the null hypothesis that
 E 0[log f (y I z; O*)] = E?[log g(y I z; y*)] meaning that the two models are equiva-
 lent, against E0[logf(yIz; O*)] > E0[log g(yIz; y*)] meaning that F6 is better
 than Gy or against E0[logf(ylz; O*)] <E0[logg(ylz; y*)] meaning that GY is
 better than F6. Tests of such hypotheses are called tests for model selection. Since
 the true density ho(ylz) is not restricted a priori to belong to either one of the
 models F6 and Gy, by necessity, the concern of this paper is with asymptotic
 results.
 The quantity E0[log f(y Iz; O*)] is unknown. It can nevertheless be consistently
 estimated, under some regularity conditions, by (1/n) times the log-likelihood
 evaluated at the pseudo or quasi maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) (see, e.g.,
 White (1982a), Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984)). Hence (1/n) times
 the log-likelihood ratio (LR) statistic is a consistent estimator of the quantity
 E0[log f(yIz; O*)] - E0[log g(yIz; y*)]. Given the above definition of a "best"
 model, it is natural to consider the LR statistic as a basis for constructing tests
 for model selection. Since the two competing models may be nested, non-nested,
 or overlapping, and since both, only one, or neither of the two models may be
 correctly specified, it is necessary to obtain the asymptotic distribution of the LR
 statistic under the most general conditions. To do so, we use the framework of
 White (1982a) in order to handle the possibly misspecified case.
 Since Neyman and Pearson (1928) advocated the LR test, it has become one of
 the most popular methods for testing restrictions on the parameters of a statisti-
 cal model. It is well-known that minus twice the LR statistic has a limiting
 central chi-square distribution under the null hypothesis (Wilks (1938)), and a
 limiting noncentral chi-square distribution under sequences of local alternatives
 (Wald (1943)). However, as Foutz and Srivastava (1977), Kent (1982), and White
 (1982a) pointed out, when the largest model is misspecified, the LR statistic is no
 longer necessarily chi-square distributed under the null hypothesis, where the null
 hypothesis must be redefined in terms of the pseudo-true values satisfying the
 specified restrictions. Parallel to this literature on hypothesis testing, the LR
 statistic has also been advocated as a basis for testing non-nested models (Cox
 (1961, 1962)). In particular Cox (1961, 1962) and White (1982b) showed that, if n
 denotes the sample size, then n- 1/2 times the LR statistic properly centered and
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 normalized has a limiting standard normal distribution under the hypothesis that
 one of the competing models is correctly specified. These results suggest that the
 asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic as well as the speed at which it
 converges to that distribution depend on whether the models are nested or
 correctly specified. In the first part of this paper, we completely characterize the
 asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic under the most general conditions.
 The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic frame-
 work. In Section 3, we derive the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic
 whether or not the models are nested or misspecified. We show that it depends on
 the condition f(yIz; 0*) = g(yIz; y*) for almost all (y, z). In Section 4, we show
 that f I; 0*) = g( - ; y*) is equivalent to the hypothesis that a variance 42 iS
 zero. This allows us to construct a test of f(- I ; 0*) = g( I *; ) based on a
 consistent estimator 2 of 4. In the next three sections, we apply the previous
 results to derive new and directional LR based tests for model selection in all
 possible situations. In Sections 5, 6, and 7, we consider successively the cases
 where the competing models are (strictly) non-nested, overlapping, and nested.
 We also briefly compare our approaches to that of Akaike (1973, 1974) and Cox
 (1961, 1962). Section 8 summarizes our results and suggests some directions for
 further research. All the proofs are collected in the Appendix.
 2. BASIC FRAMEWORK
 Let X, be a m x 1 observed random vector taking its values in a Polish space
 X, i.e., a complete separable metric space. For instance, in the case of a real
 random vector, X is the Euclidean space R m. Let ax be the Borel a-algebra on
 X. The vector X, is partitioned into X,= (Y, Z,) where Y, and Z, are respectively
 1 and k dimensional vectors with m = + k. Let (Y, ay) and (Z, az) be the
 measurable spaces associated with Y, and Z,. Let Hxo be the true joint distribu-
 tion of X,. We shall be interested in the true conditional distribution Ho1Z( I )
 of Y, given Z, which exists by Jirina's Theorem (see, e.g., Bauer (1972, p. 319),
 Monfort (1980, p. 93)). We can think of Y, as being the endogenous variables,
 and of Z, as being the exogenous variables.
 The process generating the observations X, t = 1, 2,. . ., satisfies the next
 assumption. Let H? be the true marginal distribution of Z, and vy be a a-finite
 measure on (Y, ary).
 ASSUMPTION Al: (a) The random vectors X, t = 1, 2, . . ., are independent and
 identically distributed (i.i.d.) with common true distribution Ho on (X, ax). (b)
 For Ho-almost all z, Ho17Z(. iz) has a Radon-Nikodym density ho( iz) relative to
 v Y, which is strictly positive for v y-almost all y.
 Assumption A1-(a) is more suitable for cross-section than time-series data.
 Some of our results can be generalized to more general data generating processes
 such as those considered by Burguette, Gallant, and Souza (1982), and White and
 Domowitz (1984). An assumption equivalent to Assumption A1-(b) is that
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 Hylz(- Iz) and vy are, for Hzg-almost all z, absolutely continuous relative to each
 other (see, e.g., Bauer (1972, p. 901)). Since a similar remark applies to Assump-
 tion A2-(a) below, it follows that the measures Hylz(- Iz), Fylz(- Iz; 9), and vy
 are absolutely continuous relative to each other, and hence have the same
 negligible sets. As a consequence of these assumptions, the true conditional
 distribution H ( Yz(-) and the competing conditional models have the same
 support.2
 We now consider two competing parametric families of conditional distribu-
 tions defined on ay x Z for Y, given Z,: F-{ Fylz(. .;9); e 9 c R P} and
 G.y-{Gylz(* l ; y); y E rPc R }. No assumption is here made on the relation-
 ship between the two competing conditional models F0 and Gy in the sense that
 they may be nested, overlapping, or non-nested. Moreover, both, only one, or
 neither may be correctly specified, i.e., may contain the true conditional distribu-
 tion for Y, given Z,. Each conditional model satisfies the following regularity
 conditions (Vuong (1983)) which are similar to those of White (1982a, Assump-
 tions A2-A6) with the exception that they bear on conditional models. These
 regularity conditions are presented without discussion. They are stated in terms
 of F6. It is understood that similar assumptions are made on G_Y
 ASSUMPTION A2: (a) For every 9 in 49 and for Hzo-almost all z the conditional
 distribution Fylz( Iz, 9) has a Radon-Nikodym density f( Iz; 9) relative to vy,
 which is strictly positive for vy-almost all y. (b) 49 is a compact subset of OR P, and
 the conditional density f(y Iz; 9) is continuous in 9 for H'-almost all (y, z).
 ASSUMPTION A3: (a) For Ho-almost all (y, z), I log f(y I z; ) I is dominated by
 an Ho-integrable function independent of 9. (b) The function Zf (9)
 flog f(ylz; O)H?(dx) has a unique maximum on 49 at 9*.
 The value 0* is called the pseudo-true value of 9 for the conditional model F0
 (see, e.g., Sawa (1978)). Similarly, y* denotes the pseudo-true value of y for the
 conditional model GC.
 ASSUMPTION A4: (a) For H?-almost all (y, z), log f( y I z; *) is twice continu-
 ously differentiable on 49. (b) For H?-almost all (y, z), I3 log f(yIz; -)/d9-
 a log f(ylz; d)/ 9'j and 3d2 log f(yIz; .)/33d9'l are dominated by H?-integra-
 ble functions independent on 9.
 2Most of the results of this paper hold under the weaker assumption that vy is absolutely
 continuous relative to HOIz( I z) for Hz -almost all z. This latter assumption says that the non-negli-
 gible sets relative to vy are also non-negligible relative to HI?z(- iz). It does not require that
 H?z( lz) have a density relative to vy.
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 This ensures the existence of the usual matrices:
 (2.1) Af (0) EO[ dO3(Y t)]
 3d logf(YtlZ,; 0) 3 lgf(YtlZt; 0)]
 (2.2) Bf (0) EO[ d0 30' '
 where E?[ O] denotes the expectation with respect to the true joint distribution of
 Xt= (Yt, Zt). Similar matrices Ag(y) and Bg(y) are defined for the conditional
 model GY. Moreover, since Assumption A4 holds for both models F, and GY,
 then for Hi-almost all (y, z), [d logf(ylz; .)/3d0 d log g(ylz; *)/dy'I is domi-
 nated by an H'-integrable function independent of 0 and y. This ensures the
 existence of the p x q matrix:
 (2.3) Bfg(,Y)B;(y,0)-E?[ ogf(1?IZ;0) d logg(Y;IZy; Y)]
 ASSUMPTION AS: (a) 0* is an interior point of 9. (b) 0* is a regular point of
 Af (0).
 Let a' be the n-product of ax. The (quasi) maximum likelihood (ML)
 estimator 6n for the conditional model FH is a a- measurable function of
 (X1,..., X.) such that
 (2.4) L4f(0,) = sup Lf(0),
 where L(00) is the conditional log-likelihood function for the model F0:
 n
 (2.5) Lf(0) E logf(YjZ,; 0).
 t=1
 A similar definition applies to the ML estimator Y for the conditional model GY
 with respect to the conditional log-likelihood function:
 n
 (2.6) L 9(y)- E logg(YlZt; y).
 t=1
 Given Assumptions Al-A5, it follows from White (1982a) among others that
 the ML estimator On exists, is consistent for 0*, and is asymptotically normally
 distributed with asymptotic covariance matrix A-1(0*)Bf(0*)A7 1(0*). Similar
 properties hold for the ML estimator Yn of y*. As a matter of fact, 0,, and 5Yn are
 jointly asymptotically normal (see Lemma A in the Appendix) with asymptotic
 covariance matrix that can be consistently estimated using the sample analogs of
 AJ(), Bs(0), and Bfg(O, y), s = f, g, evaluated at (0n 5,). For instance, Bfg(O*, y*)
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 is consistently estimated by:
 (2 .7) B f gn ( 6n g y ) = 1 d log f (Y, Z,;) d log g(Ylz,;Bjgn(On,~~~~~?n)n='y
 3. THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO STATISTIC
 All our tests for model selection are based on the likelihood ratio (LR) statistic.
 In this section, we obtain the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic under
 the most general conditions. The LR statistic for the model F6 against the model
 G, is:
 (3.1) LR ) nL(OL) - L( = E log
 where On and Y are the ML estimators of O* and y*.
 LEMMA 3.1: Given Assumptions Al -A3:
 1 ~~~a f f(1?I Z,;O*)]
 (3 .2) -LR O (n -@Yn )E [oggX,lz .]
 This result is important because it motivates our LR-based tests for model
 selection. To derive the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic, we consider
 distributions of quadratic forms in normal random variables. Such distributions
 have been studied by, e.g., Johnson and Kotz (1970, Chapter 29). We call such
 distributions weighted sums of (independent) chi-square distributions, for which
 we give the following definition.
 DEFINITION 1 (Weighted Sums of Chi-Square Distributions): Let Z =
 (Z1 ..., Zm)' be a vector of m independent standard normal variables, and let
 X = (X1 ...., Xm)' be a vector of m real numbers. Then, the random variable
 'L= 1XiZ7 is distributed as a weighted sum of chi-squares with parameters (m, X).
 Its cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) is denoted by Mm(*; X).
 The next lemma shows that any quadratic form in m random variables that are
 jointly normally distributed with zero means and some covariance matrix Q is
 distributed as a weighted sum of chi-squares with some parameters m and X.
 This result allows Q to be singular, and slightly differs from Moore (1978,
 Theorem 1).
 LEMMA 3.2: Let Y be a vector of m random variables distributed as N(O, Q) with
 rank Q < m. Let Q be a m X m real symmetric matrix. Then
 (3.3) Y'QY~ Mm(; X)
 where X is the vector of eigenvalues of QQ. Moreover, the eigenvalues are all real,
 and they are all nonnegative if Q is positive semi-definite.
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 We can now readily obtain the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic
 under general conditions. Let w2 denote the variance of log[f(Y IZ,; 0*)/
 g(YtlZt; y*)], where the variance is computed with respect to the true joint
 distribution H? of (Y, Zt). That is:
 (3.4) a2 -r [ f(Y,Z.: 6 ) 1
 [ g( Yt I Z.: ;*) 1 [ [ g(__I_.:___]
 To ensure that such a variance exists, we make the following assumption.
 ASSUMPTION A6: For Ho-almost all (y, z) the functions Ilog f(yIz; ) 12 and
 I log g( y l z; ) 12 are dominated by H?-integrable functions independent of 0 and -y.
 THEOREM 3.3 (Asymptotic Distribution of the LR Statistic): Given Assump-
 tions Al -A5:
 (i) iff( I ; 0*)=g(. I; y*), then
 (3.5) 2LRn ( an n ) D Mpq(A*),
 where X* is the vector of p + q (possibly negative) eigenvalues of
 - -Bf ( 0*) Af 1( *); - Bg(0@, -y*) Ag -y*
 [Bgf (y*, 0*) AF 1(0*); Bg(-y*) A-1 (y*) |
 (ii) if f (- I ; 0*) # g( I *; y*) and Assumption A6 holds, then
 (3.7) n /LR n(n ,YJ)- n /E [log f(YAZ I ;) 1 _*)
 Throughout, the condition f( I ; 0*) = g( - ; y*) is to be understood as
 holding for Ho-almost all (y, z), i.e., as Hxo[(y, z): f (y I z; 0*) = g(y I z; -y*)] = 1
 Its interpretation is that the distributions in F9 and G. that are closest to the true
 conditional distribution Ho (- I * ) are observationally identical under H'. Theo-
 rem 3.3 characterizes the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic under
 general conditions. It shows that the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic as
 well as the rate of convergence to that distribution depends on whether or not
 A- Il ; 0*) = g( I - Y*).
 The limiting weighted sum of chi-square distributions that arises when
 f( I *; 0*) = g( I ; y*) is somewhat unusual. It is useful to characterize the
 conditions under which this limiting distribution reduces to the familiar chi-square
 distribution. This is the purpose of the next result. For this result, we assume that
 the information matrix equivalence holds for both F9 and GY, i.e.:
 (3.8) Af (0*) + Bf (0*) = O and Ag(y*) + Bg(-y*) = O.
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 As shown in White (1982a, Theorem 3.3), the information matrix equivalences
 hold under correct specification of the conditional models given mild additional
 assumptions.
 COROLLARY 3.4 (Asymptotic Chi-Square Distribution of the LR Statistic given
 Information Matrix Equivalences): Given Assumptions A1-A5, suppose that (3.8)
 holds. If f( I *; 9.)=g( I ; y*), then 2LRn(6n, Yn) converges to a central chi-
 square distribution if and only if:
 (3.9) Bg(y*)-Bgf (y*, O*)Bj( 1(*)Bfg(O*, y*) = O,
 in which case the number of degrees of freedom is p - q.
 As seen in Section 7, (3.9) is satisfied when Gy is nested in F6.
 4. THE VARIANCE STATISTIC
 In the previous section, we show that whether the LR statistic is asymptotically
 distributed as a normal or a weighted sum of chi-squares depends on whether
 f( I ; 0*) = g(- I ; y*). Such a condition may hold when the conditional models
 F6, and Gy are nested or overlapping. It is therefore important to know if it is
 satisfied. Since 0* and yy* are unknown, we propose in this section a test of such a
 condition. The proposed test is based on the following property.
 LEMA 4.1: Given Assumptions A1-(b), A2, A3, and A6, f ( I ; 0*) =
 g(* *; y*) if and only if w*=O.
 Thus, to test the crucial condition f( I ; 0*) = g(- I ; y*) one can equivalently
 test that the variance 4 is equal to zero. We define the following null and
 alternative hypotheses:
 (4.1) Ho': =O vs. HA: W* 0.
 A natural statistic that we can use to test HO' against HA' is the sample analog:
 (4.2) ^2- _g ( E log ]
 Note that 2 is the variance of the limiting normal distribution of the LR
 statistic (Theorem 3.3-(ii)). Thus the variance statistic cn plays two roles: first, to
 be a basis for a test of f ( I ; 0*) = g( I *; y*); second, to be an estimator of the
 asymptotic variance of the LR statistic when f( I ; 0*) g( - ; y*).
 An alternative statistic is
 (4.3)~~ lo tI f ' n + (-LR n y6n SY
 The next lemma states that these statistics are strongly consistent estimators of
 their population analogs.
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 LEMMA 4.2: Given Assumptions Al-A 3, and A6:
 ()A2 a.s. 2 ?0IJ
 (4.4) (i Wn >
 (4.5) (ii)n( 5, 2 + E[E[log
 To construct a test of Ho against HA, it is necessary to derive the asymptotic
 distribution of the variance statistic cZn or n We make the following assump-
 tion.
 ASSUMPTION A7: For H?-almost all (y, z) the functions Ilog[f(ylz; )
 /g(ylz; *)]d 2 log f(ylz; .)/IdO'W and jlog[f(ylz; )/g(ylz; )]
 8 2 log g(y I z; * )/ y d y' i are dominated by H?-integrable functions independent of
 O and y.
 THEOREM 4.3 (Asymptotic Distribution of the Variance Statistics given w 2 = 0)
 Given Assumptions Al-A7, under Ho':
 (4.6) n C2 = nnx ? op(1) - Mp+q(1 ;2*)
 where M2, is the vector of squares of the p + q eigenvalues X* of W.
 Theorem 4.3 says that, under the null hypotheses Ho, the two statistics ncn
 and n?4 are asymptotically equivalent, and have a limiting distribution which is
 again a weighted sum of chi-squares. The parameters X* are, as expected, all
 nonnegative.
 As for the LR statistic, it is of interest to know when the limiting weighted sum
 of chi-square distribution of the variance statistics reduces to the familiar central
 chi-square distribution. The next result characterizes this situation. As for Theo-
 rem 3.6, we assume that the information matrix equivalences (3.8) hold.
 COROLLARY 4.4 (Asymptotic Chi-Square Distribution of the Variance Statistics
 Given Information Matrix Equivalences and 4 = 0): Given Assumptions Al-A7,
 suppose that (3.8) holds. Then, under Ho: u)* 0, the following statements are
 equivalent: (i) n^2 converges in distribution to a chi-square, (ii) n42 converges in
 distribution to a chi-square, (iii) Bfg(O*, y*)Bg- 1(y*)Bgf(y*, 0*)B7 1(*) is idempo-
 tent, (iv) Bgf (y*, 0*)BF1(O*)Bfg(O*, y*)Bg-1'(y*) is idempotent; in which case the
 number of degrees of freedom is p + q - 2 rank Bfg(O*, y
 As shown in Section 7, conditions (iii) or (iv) are satisfied if Gy is nested in F9
 or if Fo is nested in Gy. Conditions (iii) and (iv) can also be satisfied when the
 models are non-nested or overlapping. In particular, they are satisfied when the
 conditional models F, and Gy are asymptotically orthogonal as defined by
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 Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1983), i.e., when:
 (4.7) Bfg(*, y) = 0,
 in which case the number of degrees of freedom is p + q.
 5. STRICTLY NON-NESTED MODELS
 In Section 1, we suggested a classical approach for selecting among competing
 models. In this section, we shall discuss this approach in more detail. In
 particular, using the results of Sections 3 and 4, we shall obtain very simple tests
 for selecting among two competing models whether they are nested or misspeci-
 fied. Following Akaike (1973, 1974), Sawa (1978), and Chow (1981), our ap-
 proach is based on the minimum KLIC which measures the distance between the
 true distribution and a specified model. For the conditional model F., this
 measure gives:
 (5.1) KLIC(H?Iz; F9) E? [log ho(Ytl Zt)] - E [log f (YtlZt; 0,)],
 where ho( l ) is the true conditional density of Yt given Zt, and O. are the
 pseudo-true values of 0. From Jensen's inequality, the measure (5.1) is always
 nonnegative and is equal to zero if and only if h?( l )=-f l ; O*)H?-almost
 surely, i.e., if and only if F9 is correctly specified. Moreover, since the first term in
 the right-hand side of (5.1) does not depend on F., then an equivalent measure is
 E?[logft(Y,l|Zt; 0*)].
 Given a pair of competing conditional models, it is natural to select the model
 that is closest to the true conditional distribution. Given the above measure of
 distance, we consider the following hypotheses and definitions:
 (5.2) H0: E0 [lo (YA z;*) 1=0,
 meaning that F. and Gy are equivalent, against
 (5.3) Hf: E0 [log f(Ylzt; *) 1>0,
 meaning that F. is better than Gy, or
 (5.4) Hg: E0 [lo (Y z ; ) A <
 meaning that F. is worse than Gy. These definitions have the desirable property
 that a correctly specified model must be at least as good as any other model.3
 Thus, if one rejects Ho in favor of Hf, say, then Gy must be misspecified.
 3There are alternative definitions. For instance, one can use the mean-square error of prediction
 (see White and Olson (1979)). To take into account the parsimonious nature of a model, one may also
 adjust the above definitions by a correction factor k(p, q) (see Vuong (1986, Theorem 5.4)). In this
 latter case, a correctly specified model is no longer necessarily best.
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 Another property is that the null hypothesis Ho does not require that either of the
 competing models be correctly specified. As a matter of fact, from Lemma 6.2
 below, both models must be misspecified under Ho if f( I *; 0.) * g( I *; Y*)
 The indicator E0[logf(Yj Zt; 0*)] - E0[log g(YI Zt; Y*)] is, however, unknown.
 But we can consistently estimate this indicator by (1/n) times the LR statistic
 under general conditions (Lemma 3.1). Thus the LR statistic is a natural statistic
 for discriminating between two models. Tests of Ho against Hf or Hg will be
 called tests for model selection.
 Since Cox's (1961, 1962) initial work, non-nested models have attracted a lot of
 interest (see, e.g., Mackinnon's (1983) recent survey and the special issue of the
 Journal of Econometrics edited by White (1983)). For a long time, non-nested
 hypotheses were defined as hypotheses that cannot be obtained from each other
 by a suitable limiting approximation (Cox (1961, 1962)). Noting that there were
 no satisfactory definitions, Pesaran (1987) recently proposed definitions of glob-
 ally non-nested, partially non-nested, and nested hypotheses. It can be shown
 that Pesaran's definitions are equivalent to our Definitions 2, 3, and 4 below. Our
 definitions are more intuitive.
 In this section, we consider the case where the models F9 and GY are (strictly)
 non-nested. We give the following formal definition.
 DEFINITION 2 (Strictly Non-Nested Models): Two conditional models F9 and
 Gy are strictly non-nested if and only if:
 (5.5) F9, n GY = 4.
 Since conditional distributions for Y, given Z, are defined on ay x Z, and since
 some values of z may not be observed, condition (5.5) is to be understood as
 meaning that there is no conditional distribution for Y, given Zt which is equal to
 an element of F9 and G. for Hz-almost all z. A similar remark applies to
 Definitions 3 and 4 below. Condition (5.5) is satisfied when F6, and GY are
 standard linear regression models with different distributional assumptions on
 the errors, say normally or logistic distributed. Alternatively, the competing
 regression models may have the same distributional assumption but different
 functional forms such as Y, = O1 + ?'Z, + efj and Y} = exp (y? + y?Zt) + egt where
 * 0 , 72 * 0, and Zt iS a nondegenerate real random vector.
 Since the conditional models F9 and G,, do not have any conditional distribu-
 tion in common, it must be the case that f(- I *; 0*) * g(_ I ; -Y*).4 It follows that
 the second part of Theorem 3.3 applies. Moreover, from Lemma 4.2, the
 asymptotic variance 4* can be consistently estimated by 4w or by C02 under Ho.
 Thus we have the following straightforward model selection test. Let Sn and Cn
 be the positive square roots of C02 and Co respectively.
 4For, if f(yIz; 0*) = g(ylz; -y*) holds for H?-almost all (y, z), then from Assumption A1-(b) this
 must also hold for (vy X Hz) -almost all (y, z). Hence Fy1z( z; 0*) = G y( zlz; -y*) for Hzo-almost
 all z, which implies a contradiction.
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 THEOREM 5.1 (Model Selection Tests for Strictly Non-Nested Models): Given
 Assumptions A1-A6, if F0 and GY are strictly non-nested, then
 (5.6 ) (i) under Ho: n -/2LRn(G' n)/@n2 N(0, 1),
 (5.7) (ii) under Hf: n-' LRJO6n, yn)1n ?> + X,
 (5.8) (iii) underHg: n-1/2LRn n( n Yn)/n- a -x
 (iv) properties (i)-(iii) hold if 'n is replaced by Co.
 Theorem 5.2 provides very simple directional tests for model selection. Specif-
 ically, one chooses a critical value c from the standard normal distribution for
 some significance level. If the value of the statistic n -'/2LRn(t,n Yn)/cZ) is higher
 than c then one rejects the null hypothesis that the models are equivalent in favor
 of F9 being better than Gy. If n-1/2LRn(@, -?)/Z) is smaller than-c then one
 rejects the null hypothesis in favor of GY being better than F,9. Finally if
 In - 12LR n(On ,y, 5, )/%n < c, then one cannot discriminate between the two com-
 peting models given the data. Similar inferences can be based on the other
 statistic n /2LRn(On, j)/lCn$
 Both statistics are easy to compute. Each one is equal to the difference in the
 maximum log-likelihood values for the two models suitably normalized. The
 normalization n'12C3 is obtained from the sum of squares of m t
 lOg [f( YtZ; 6n)/g(Y~t I Zt; A?)], while the normalization nl"2J3 is obtained from
 the sum of squared deviations of mt from its sample mean which is equal to
 (1/n)LR ( Oi, A). See (4.2)-(4.3). Alternatively, these statistics can be readily
 obtained from an additional linear regression. For instance, it can be shown that
 n '/2LR (nO, jyn)/n is numerically equal to [(n -1)/n]/2 times either the usual
 t statistic on the constant term in a linear regression of m, on only the constant
 term, or the usual t statistic on the coefficient of mt in a linear regression of 1
 on mi.
 The previous tests are based on the unadjusted LR statistic. There are,
 however, many equivalent statistics that can be used to form a model selection
 test. For instance, we may consider the following adjusted LR statistic:
 (5.9) LR~n( tn, Yn)--LRn(6n' AY Yn)-n(FO Gy),
 where Kn(F9, GY) is a correction factor depending on the characteristics of the
 competing models F9 and GY such as their number of parameters. Suppose that:
 (5.10) n - 12Kn (FO I Gy) = op(1) .
 Examples of correction factors that satisfy (5.10) are Kn(FO, GY) = p - q and
 Kn(F9, Gy) =(p/2) log n - (q/2) log n, which correspond to Akaike (1973) and
 Schwarz (1978) information criteria. It is clear that n-1'2LRn(6, AYnVWAn has the
 same asymptotic properties as n -1L2LRJ((n A )/&n. Hence, we can use the
 adjusted log-likelihood ratio LRn(On, iYn) as a basis for a model selection test. In
 5I owe this point to Hal White.
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 terms of the unadjusted LR statistic, we would accept Ho whenever
 -c + n-1/2K <F, G )/Ln < n-1/2LR (AJn, An)/A < C ?
 n /2Kn( F,, Gy ) /n
 where c is obtained from the standard normal distribution. Thus the main effect
 of the correction factor Kn(FO, GY) is to translate the critical region ( - c, + c) in
 the appropriate direction. Which correction factor is preferable depends on how
 well the exact small sample distribution of n - 1/2LR(On, A)/ A is approximated
 under Ho by the asymptotic N(0, 1) distribution. In the next sections on overlap-
 ping models and nested models, we shall not discuss possible adjustments to the
 LR statistic. Similar results can clearly be established.
 We now contrast our approach to those initiated by Akaike (1973, 1974) on
 model selection and Cox (1961, 1962) on non-nested hypothesis testing. First, the
 difference between Akaike's and our approach is that ours is probabilistic.
 Though Amemiya (1980) and McAleer and Bera (1983) have argued that an
 important difference between non-nested hypothesis testing and model selection
 is that the former framework allows "a probabilistic statement to be made
 regarding model selection," while the second does not, this criticism no longer
 applies to our approach which puts model selection in a significance testing
 situation. As in the classical testing situation, our distributional results are used
 to indicate the strength of the evidence in favor of either model whether it is
 based on the adjusted or unadjusted LR statistic. As a consequence we do not
 have to choose a "best" model if the competing models are statistically equiva-
 lent.
 Second, the difference between Cox's and our approach lies in the null
 hypotheses under test. In Cox's approach, the implicit null hypothesis when
 testing Fo using the evidence providing by G., say, is:
 (5.11) H,(f E? [log f (Yt IZt; *) 1
 = (ft log fClz; f ( ) lyz; *) v (dy) H(dz)
 (see Aguirre-Torres and Gallant (1983), White (1982b)). Hence Hf and Ho are in
 general different. As a matter of fact, these null hypotheses are identical if and
 only if f(- I ; O*) = g(. l; y*), which cannot hold when the models are strictly
 non-nested. Moreover, it is well-known that Hf holds if F0 is correctly specified.
 On the other hand, as noticed earlier, when the competing models are strictly
 non-nested, both models must be misspecified under our null hypothesis Ho.
 6. OVERLAPPING MODELS
 In this section, we consider the case where the two competing models are
 overlapping. A simple example of two overlapping models is that of two standard
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 linear regression models with some common explanatory variables. We first give
 a formal definition of overlapping models.
 DEFINITION 3 (Overlapping Models): Two conditional models Fe and GY are
 overlapping if and only if:
 (6.1) (i) F. na GY =# 0,
 (6.2) (ii) F6 ?Z Gy and GY c F6.
 Condition (i) says that Fe and GY have some common conditional distributions
 for Y, given Zt for H?-almost all z, while condition (ii) says that neither model is
 nested in the other.
 As in the previous section, our objective is to construct tests of Ho against Hf
 or Hg. Given the definitions (5.2)-(5.4) of these hypotheses, a natural test statistic
 is again the LR statistic. The overlapping case is, however, more difficult than the
 strictly non-nested case for the following reason. Since F6, n GY 0 0, then one may
 have f (- I *; O*) = g(* I ; y From Theorem 3.3, it follows that under the null
 hypothesis Ho:
 (6.3) (i) if f (I *) =g(- I ; *),2LRn(On ,1Yn) Mp+q(., *),
 (6.4) (ii) if f ( *) ;)g(I *; y*),n1/2LRn( Ans Yn) N(0, ().
 For instance, in the normal linear regression case with some common explanatory
 variables, (i) occurs if and only if the pseudo-true parameters associated with the
 variables specific to each regression are simultaneously null (see Lien and Vuong
 (1987)). A stronger condition is that Hylz( I * ) is common to the two competing
 linear models, or equivalently that both linear models are correctly specified.
 Since one does not know a priori if f(. I ; 0*) = g(- I *; y*) holds, i.e., if the
 distributions in F6, and G, that are closest to H?lz(- I) are observationally
 identical, one does not know the form of the asymptotic distribution of the LR
 statistic under the null hypothesis Ho. We distinguish two cases: the general case
 and the case where one knows a priori that at least one model is correctly
 specified.
 For the general case we propose a sequential procedure which consists in
 testing first whether f(. I *; 6*) = g(- I *; y*) and then in using the appropriate
 null distribution of the LR statistic to construct a model selection test. From
 Lemma 4.1, we know that f(- l ; 0*) = g( ; y*) if and only if 2 = 0. Thus,
 for the first step, a natural test can be based on the variance statistics n and 4n6
 Such a test is called the variance test. Once it is known whether '24 = O, one can
 use the appropriate null distribution of the LR statistic to test Ho against Hf or
 Hg. The second step simplifies since one need not carry out a test of Ho against
 Hf or Hg when 42 = 0. Indeed Ho' is clearly included in Ho so that F69 and G.
 6
 An alternative to the variance test is to characterize and test the conditions that 9* and y* must
 satisfy for f(- l ; O*) to be equal to g( I ; y*). See Lien and Vuong (1987) for an illustration. In
 general, tests of these conditions are easier to perform and can be done using ? and Y,,
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 must necessarily be equivalent when () =0. On the other hand, when 42 # 0,
 one may have E0[logf(Y,IZ,; O*)] = E0[log g(Y,IZ,; -y*)] so that a test of Ho
 against Hf or Hg must still be carried out. But, when '24* 0, (6.4) holds so that
 the simple normal test based on n `/2LR n(Oan, Yn )/'n or n- 1/2LR,n( 6
 discussed in Section 5 applies.
 To summarize, the sequential procedure is: (i) Test Hoo against HA' using the
 variance test based on n'n or n n$. If Ho' is not rejected, conclude that F6 and GY
 cannot be discriminated given the data. If Hoo is rejected, (ii) test Ho against Hf
 or Hg using the normal model selection test based on n - 2LR(( ?j)/J, or
 n - 2LRn( 6n, 5n)/',n as discussed in Section 5.
 As a test of the null hypothesis of interest Ho that the models are equivalent,
 this sequential procedure has a significance level which is asymptotically bounded
 above by the maximum of the asymptotic significance levels a, and a2 used for
 the variance test and the normal LR-test. To see this, note that H0 is a composite
 of Ho" and Ho-HHo. Let A nJ > cl} and B={ In'-72LR(,, V5)/Z,nI > c2}.
 Then Pr [reject Ho0HO1 = Pr [A n BIHoI < max {Pr (A fl BIHo@), Pr (A fl Bl
 Ho - Ho")} < max {Pr(A IHo), Pr B IHo - Ho")}. But from Theorems 5.1 and 6.1
 below, Pr(A IHo) -*1 and Pr(BIH0 - Ho") a2. Thus if a1 = a2 = .10, the
 significance level of the procedure, as a test of Ho, is asymptotically no larger
 than 10%.
 We now consider in more detail the variance test to be used in the first step.
 Let Xn be the vector of p + q eigenvalues of Wn, where Wn is the sample analog
 of W as defined in (3.6). For instance, W, is obtained by replacing in (3.6) the
 matrix Bfg(O*, y*), say, by its sample analog Bfgn(On, Yn) defined in (2.7). Let XA2
 be the vector of squares of An.
 THEOREM 6.1 (Variance Tests for Discrimination): Given Assumptions A1-A7,
 (i) under HOe, for any x > 0, Pr(n <' x) - Mp+q(x; Xi,) a 5 0,
 (ii) under HA, n ,2 a + ?0,
 (iii) properties (i) and (ii) hold for nC4.
 The variance test consists in choosing a critical value x so that Mp+q(x; Xin) =
 1 - a% for some significance level a, and in rejecting Ho if nJn,> X.7 Part (i)
 ensures that the asymptotic size is a, while (ii) says that the test is consistent.
 Similar conclusions apply to the test based on n42. Computation of the statistic
 2 -2 2
 nw,n and n w is straightforward. The test also requires the computation of the
 eige values xAn. The eigenvalues need not, however, be computed whe  rank
 Bfg(O*, y*) is known and conditio  (iii) or (iv) of Corollary 4.4. holds. (Orthogo-
 nal models fullfill such requirements.) In this case, both n'2 and n42 converge,
 under Hoe, to a chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to p + q -
 2 rank Bfg(O*, y*).
 7Johnson and Kotz (1969) give values of Mm(x; X) for m = 4 and some values of x and X with a
 Fortran IV program for calculating Mm(x; X). Dubin and Rivers (1986) also have an efficient and
 flexible subroutine for computing Mm(x; X).
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 As pointed our earlier, the difficulty in selecting among overlapping models
 arises from the fact that f- I *; 0*) may or may not be equal to g(- I ; y*) under
 the null hypothesis of interest Ho so that the form of the asy:mptotic null
 distribution of the LR statistic is a priori unknown. This is not the case if one
 knows that at least one of the two overlapping models is correctly specified, a
 frequent assumption in the model selection literature. We say that the conditional
 model F6, for instance, is correctly specified if HO?1(- I ) E Fe, i.e., if there exists
 a 00 in 89 such that H?lZ(. Iz) = Fylz(- Iz; 0S) for Hz-almost all z.
 LEMmA 6.2: Given Assumptions Al-(b), A2 and A3, suppose that Fe and GY are
 overlapping and at least one model is correctly specified. Then the following
 statements are equivalent:
 (i) H ?lZ( I) F. n GrY
 0ii f( Il ; 0*) g(- I - Y*),
 (iii) E?[logf(YtlZ,; 0*)] = E0[logg(Y,tZt; -y*)].
 From (i) and (iii) it follows that, when at least one model is correctly specified,
 then the models FO and GY are equivalent if and only if the other model is
 correctly specified. From (ii) and (iii) we have that the models FO and GY are
 equivalent if and only if f(- I ; 0*) = g( I *; y*). The importance of this second
 equivalence is that under Ho, we now always have f ( H ; 0*) = g(- I ; y*) so that
 the asymptotic distribution of the LR statistic is given by the weighted sum of
 chi-squares obtained in Theorem 3.3-(i). Thus in this case we can bypass the
 above sequential procedure, and directly construct a model selection test based
 on the LR statistic.
 THEOREM 6.3 (Model Selection Test for Overlapping Models): Given Assump-
 tions Al-AS, if Fo and Gr, are overlapping and at least one model is correctly
 specified, then:
 (i) under Ho, for any x > 0, Pr(2LRn(n 5Yn) s x)-Mp +q(x; X) 0,
 (ii) under Hf: 2LR,(O, Yn) + a ?s?
 (iii) under Hg: 2LRn(0n On) -yn - -
 The LR-based test is carried out by choosing critical values from the weighted
 sum of chi-squares Mp+q(-; X,) Since the LR-based test is two-sided, two
 critical values cl and c2 are chosen, one from the upper-tail and one from the
 lower-tail of this distribution. As for the normal LR-based test of Section 5, the
 test is directional in the sense that Ho is rejected in favor of Hf or Hg according
 to whether 2LR ( 0,, An) > cl or 2LR,( On,) <C2 respectively. Since at least one
 model is assumed to be correctly specified, then rejection of Ho in favor of Hf,
 say, implies that Fo is correctly specified and GY is misspecified. The test requires
 consistent estimators An of X*. If the competing models are asymptotically
 orthogonal, it can readily be shown from (3.6) that X* is equal to a vector of p
 ones and q minus ones so that the limiting distribution reduces to that of
 a difference between two independent chi-squares with p and q degrees of
 freedom.
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 7. NESTED MODELS
 We now consider the more familiar case of nested models. We first relate our
 probabilistic model selection approach to the classical nested-hypothesis testing
 situation. Then we propose a LR-based test for selecting between two nested
 models. This test reduces to the classical Neyman-Pearson (1928) LR test when
 the largest model is correctly specified. We also propose a new test for nested
 hypotheses based on the variance statistics of Section 3.
 A formal definition of nested models is:
 DEFINITION 4 (Nested Models): The conditional model G, is nested in Fe if
 and only if:
 (7.1) Gy c Fe.
 As before, condition (7.1) means that any conditional distribution in G. is
 equal to a conditional distribution in Fe for Hz-almost all z. We make the
 following regularity assumption on the parameterizations 6 and y.
 ASSUMPTION A8: There exists a C2-function 4(*) from r to ? such that for any
 y in F:
 (7.2) g( I;y) = f I ; (y)) for (vy X H) -almost V (y, z).
 Assumption A8 states that any conditional density g(- I *; y) is also a condi-
 tional density f ( I *; 6) for some 6 in 69. Since +(r) is included in 69, (7.1) holds
 so that GY is nested in F,e.
 The pseudo-true parameter f* is not necessarily equal to k(y*) since 0* may
 not belong to p(r). The next result relates the condition 0* E f(r) to the
 condition that F,9 and G, are equivalent, and to the condition that f(. ; 0*)=
 g( I ; y*) for H?-almost all (y, z).
 LEMMA 7.1: Given Assumptions A1-(b), A2-A3, and A8, the following state-
 ments are equivalent:
 (i) 0* =0(-y*),
 (ii) a* e +(r),
 (iii) E?[logf(YtjZt; 0*)] = E?[log g(YtlZt; y*)],
 (iv) f(. I ; 0*) =g(* I Xy*).
 Lemma 7.1 shows that our model selection approach coincides with the
 classical testing approach when the models are nested. For, the condition Ho:
 o* E +(r) can be interpreted as the condition that 0* satisfies some restrictions,
 and thus corresponds to the parametric null hypothesis of the classical testing
 framework. On the other hand, the null hypothesis in our model selection
 approach is Ho. From (ii) and (iii), we have that Hoo and Ho are equivalent, as
 must be their respective alternatives Ha,: o* i +(r) and Hf U Hg. As a matter of
 fact, the alternative to the null hypothesis Ho is Hf since Hg can never occur
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 because Gy can never be better than F6. Hence, Lemma 7.1 says that testing
 whether or not 0* satisfies some restrictions is equivalent to testing whether the
 smaller model is equivalent to or worse than the larger model.
 As argued earlier, the LR statistic is a natural statistic for selecting among
 models. Thus, we shall consider a LR-based test of Ho against Hf or equivalently
 of Hs against HA. From Lemma 7.1, we always have f( I ; *) = g( I *; -y*)
 under the null hypothesis Ho. Hence, there is no ambiguity as to the asymptotic
 distribution of the LR statistic which is the weighted sum of chi-squares obtained
 in Theorem 3.3-(i). It is convenient to define in -y, ); On is nothing else than
 the constrained (quasi) maximum likelihood estimator of O* subject to the
 constraints that 9 belongs to ?(r). Then the usual LR statistic of the uncon-
 strained vs. the constrained model is:
 (7.3) LR - log I ( yZ LR a
 where the second equality follows from Assumption A8 and the definition of OA.
 The next result is similar to Kent's (1982) Theorem 3.1, and gives the
 properties of the model selection or nested hypothesis test based on the LR
 statistic. It simplifies the computation of the nonzero eigenvalues of W by
 replacing W by a matrix W of lower dimension. Let:
 (7.4) W= Bf(_,) [ A -(y*) d() A (0*)
 and let Xn be the vector of p eigenvalues of the sample analog JVn Of W.
 THEOREM 7.2 (LR Tests for Nested Models): Given Assumptions Al-A5 and
 A8, the eigenvalues Xn are almost surely all real nonnegative and:
 (i) under H9, for any x>O,Pr(2LRn<x)-Mp(x; A,2n) 0,
 (ii) under Ho?2LR as +o.
 The test is one sided. It is carried out by choosing a critical value from
 MP(; An) and by rejecting the hypothesis that the models are equivalent or that
 9* belongs to F(r) if twice the LR statistic is greater than this critical value. The
 test applies whether or not the larger model is correctly specified.
 As noted by White (1982a), if the information matrix equivalence holds for the
 larger model, one has the following corollary.
 COROLLARY 7.3 (LR Tests for Nested Models Given Information Matrix
 Equivalence): Given Assumptions Al-AS, A8 suppose that Af(6*) + Bf(O*) = 0:
 (i) under Ho,2LR LR Xp-q2
 (ii) under H9,2LRn a>s + ??.
 The well-known Wilks (1938) result follows since the information matrix
 equivalence holds if the larger model is correctly specified.
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 Using the equivalence between Ha and Ho, we have motivated the LR statistic
 as a basis for a test of Ha against H,a under general conditions. From Lemmas
 7.1 and 4.1, we also have the equivalence between Ha and H':o 2 = 0. This
 suggests testing the parametric hypothesis Hs against Ha by testing Ho against
 HA'. Thus, we have a new test for nested hypotheses based on the variance
 statistics 'n and 2. Let A2 be the squares of the eigenvalues Xn.
 THEOREM 7.4 (Variance Tests for Nested Models): Given Assumptions A1-A8:
 (i) under H@, for any x >O,Pr(n'4 nx)-Mp(x; X2)-s- 0,
 A 2 a,s.
 (ii) under HA, niwn +0,
 (iii) properties (i) and (ii) hold for n'n.
 As for the LR test of Theorem 7.4, variance tests are one-sided. They are
 carried out by choosing a critical value from Mp(-; XK) and by rejecting the
 hypothesis that O* belongs to ?(r) if n'n or n 2 is larger than this critical value.
 These statistics nwn and n n are readily computed:
 (7.5) n'4= E [log; -t;j ] --LRn,
 (7.6) nC2= E[log z"efl.
 Thus n'n is the sum of squared residuals in a linear regression of
 m,-log [f(Yt zt; 6n)/f(YAtZt; an)]
 on the constant term. The variance tests are not asymptotically equivalent to the
 LR tests, and require more assumptions than the LR test. In normal linear
 regressions, these additional assumptions bear on the fourth moments of the
 residuals. Thus it is expected that the variance statistics would be less stable than
 the LR statistic.8
 If the larger model is correctly specified, then the limiting distribution reduces
 to the central chi-square distribution with p - q degrees of freedom, as other
 classical statistics.
 COROLLARY 7.5 (Variance Tests for Nested Models Given Information Matrix
 Equivalence): Given Assumptions Al -A8, suppose that Af (0*) + Bf (0*) = 0:
 A 2 D 2
 (i) under H0, n n Xp-q,
 (ii) under HA, nwn ? + x,
 (iii) properties (i) and (ii) hold for n 2.
 The variance tests are neither asymptotically equivalent under HO to the robust Wald and LM
 tests proposed by White (1982a). The asymptotic power properties of the variance tests in the
 misspecified case are left for future research.
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 As mentioned earlier, the information matrix equivalence Af (6*) + Bf (9*) = 0
 holds if the larger model is correctly specified.
 8. CONCLUSION
 In this paper, we have proposed a new and general approach to model
 selection whether the competing models are nested, overlapping, or non-nested,
 and whether the models are correctly specified. The approach has the desirable
 property that it coincides with the usual classical testing approach when the
 models are nested. It is probabilistic and is based on testing if the competing
 models are as close to the true distribution against the hypothesis that one model
 is closer than the other. Since the maximum log-likelihood of a model is a natural
 estimator of the distance between the model and the true distribution as mea-
 sured by the KLIC, all our model selection tests are based on the LR statistic. As
 a prerequisite, we have fully characterized the asymptotic distribution of the LR
 statistic under the most general conditions.
 Much work remains to be done. First, one could relax Assumption A1-(a) so as
 to extend our results to time-series models. Second, we have mentioned that our
 LR-based tests for model selection could be adjusted for the number of parame-
 ters. A theoretical and Monte Carlo study would shed some light on the most
 adequate adjustment to the LR statistic in small samples for some particular
 cases. Third, a thorough comparison between our model selection tests and the
 available Cox-type tests as considered by Davidson and McKinnon (1981),
 Pesaran (1974), and Pesaran and Deaton (1978), among others, would be useful.
 In the same line, it would be useful to compare our approach to the comprehen-
 sive approach advocated by Atkinson (1969, 1970), which requires nesting the
 competing models in a larger model. Fourth, it would be interesting to compare
 the performance of our model selection tests to the tests using the encompassing
 principle as advocated by Hendry (1983), and Mizon and Richard (1986). Fifth,
 the above model selection tests have been obtained under the assumption that
 there are only two competing models. It is important to generalize our procedures
 to the case where there are many competing models.
 Department of Economics, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA
 90089, U.S.A.
 Manuscript received March, 1986; revision received January, 1988.
 APPENDIX
 Except when explicitly mentioned, all the matrices Af, Bf, Ag, Bg, and Bfg are evaluated at the
 pseudo-true values 0. and y*. The notation op(l) indicates a quantity that converges in probability to
 zero, while the notation OP(l) indicates a quantity that is bounded in probability as n goes to infinity.
 The following lemma is useful.
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 LEMMA A: Given Assumptions Al-AS:
 (A.1) n1/2[n ] D -+N(0,Z), where = [A ii&-; A 1BgA I]
 Moreover, the asymptotic covariance matrix Z can be consistently estimated by > which is defined as in
 (A.) where As, B, Bg,ss =f, g, are replaced by their sample analogs evaluated at the ML estimators 6n
 and Yn.
 PROOF OF LEmMA A: Given Assumptions Al-A5, we obtain using the Taylor expansions of the
 normal equations:
 (A2 O= n- 1/2- n( Af.n 1/2(6-* +& 1
 dyg (A.3) ? = n -1/2 n (V *) + Ag * n1/2 On - Y*) + &(1)
 On the other hand from the multivariate Central Limit Theorem (see, e.g., Rao (1973)):
 2[Lf(o*)/a9 lDN(O Bf; Bfjg (A.4) n - [1/2 Ln(y )/ jN( [N BgBgj
 The desired result follows since A1 and Ag are nonsingular (White (1982a, Theorem 3.1)).
 PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1: Obvious from, e.g., Vuong (1983, Theorem 1).
 PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2: From Moore (1978, Theorem 1), we know that Y'QY- Mm(; X) where X
 are the eigenvalues of Q2/2QQ2/2 and 21/2 is the (unique) square root of Q. Using Theorem 1.3.20 in
 Horn and Johnson (1985) it follows that the eigenvalues of Q1/2Qf21/2 are the eigenvalues of QQ.
 PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3: From a Taylor expansion of Lf(8*) around 6n we obtain:
 (A.5) Lnf(0*) = Lnf(?n + 2( 6- 0*) Af 06-*) + op(I).
 Similarly, we have:
 n
 (A.6) Lng(-y*) = Lng,(Y + 2-Y-* gYnY)+&1
 Since LRn(9*, y*) = Lf(O*) - Lng(y*), we obtain:
 (A.7) LR,(J,,n5) =LRn(0*,y*) - .(6J -O*))'A(J-@) 'Yn 2 ~ f (n
 n
 + - (Yn - Y*)A Ag On -Y*) + &p (1). 2
 To prove (i), we note that LRn(9*, y*) = 0 if f( I ; *) = g( - ; y*). Part (i) follows from Lemma A
 and Lemma 3.2 by considering the quadratic form associated with the block-diagonal matrix:
 -Af 0
 (A.8) Q= 0 Ag
 Then, one can check that QZ is equal to W as given in (3.6). To prove (ii), we note that n1/2(6, - *)
 and n1/2(5n - y*) are OP(1). Thus, from (A.7) we obtain:
 (A.9) n1/2LR n(6n)Y n1/22Eo[log f t I Z )
 =n/[ LRn (* Y*) -E [log -(yz, y +) .1 l &
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 But from the multivariate Central Limit Theorem, the first term in the right-hand side converges in
 distribution to N(O,42) where W2 is the variance defined in (3.4). This variance is finite given
 Assumption A6 and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Part (ii) follows.
 PROOF OF COROLLARY 3.4: From the proof of Theorem 3.3-(i), 2LR,,(6,,, is asymptotically
 distributed as a quadratic form in n (/29 - 9*, j4 - y*)' which is asymptotically normal N(O, Z)
 (Lemma A). Thus, from Rao and Mitra (1971, Theorem 9.2.1), 2LR,,(6n,,n) is asymptotically
 distributed as a (central) chi-square if and only if ZQXQ2 = XQ2, where Q is given in (A.8), in
 which case the number of degrees of freedom is tr QZ. But X = A - 1BA -1, where
 (A.10) B= [Bf Bf g A 0g]
 Noticing that A - 'QA- Q- 1, the necessary and sufficient condition 2JQZQZ = 2QZ becomes:
 (A.1) BQ- 'BQ- 'B = BQ- 'B.
 Using (3.8), we obtain that (A.11) is equivalent to:
 (1Bf-Bf g Bg- lBgf; Bfg Bg- (Bg-Bgf BBg)
 (A. 12) BjBg;' f gBjf Bfg ] (Bg - g B-1Bf ) Bg- gf Bg -Bgf By Bfg J
 [Bf-Bf>gBg-lf; ? B ]
 L o; -Bg + Bgfj fBBg j
 which is equivalent to (3.9). Then, the number of degrees of freedom is:
 (A. .13) tr Q-y = tr [_BB-l; Bf g Bg =P - q
 PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1: From (3.4) it follows that 4 2 = 0 if and only if f I ;*) = Kg(- I ;y*)
 for some constant K, Hxo-almost surely. It remains to show that K = 1. From Assumption A1-(b), it
 follows that f(yIz; 0*) = Kg(ylz; y*) for (vy x H?)-almost all (y, z). Integrating this equality with
 respect to (vy x H?) gives 1 = K.
 PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2: Given Assumptions A1-A3, and A6, it follows from the Cauchy-Schwartz
 inequality and Jennrich's uniform Strong Law of Large Numbers (1969, Theorem 2) that
 1 f [ f(I Z,; 9) I S.0 f (YAIZ,;9)2
 (A.14) - L [log (YIZ) -.E [log YJ ;a)]
 uniformly in (9, y) on 6) x F. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 and the strong consistency of 9n
 and ',, to 9* and y*.
 PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3: Since 42 = 0 is equivalent to f ( ; 9*) = g( I -;y*) (Lemma 4.1), it
 follows from Theorem 3.3-(i) that LR (?n, Yn) = 0V1.). Thus, from (4.3), the equality in (4.6) follows.
 Hence, we need only to study the null asymptotic distribution of nc72. Using a Taylor expansion
 around (0*, y*), we obtain:
 1n t=[ f (y*) [ n t=1 [ f (Y*) 1 do ]
 1 n1 t(0*) a log g (.Y*)l, s
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 where we have used f,(0*) and g,(y*) for f(Y, I Zt; 0*) and g( Y, I Zt; y*) respectively, and
 (A.16) V= 9>9n; V-yn
 tZ VyOn; VYYn
 1 a logft(#n) a logft(#n) 1 [ n 1 32 logf,(9i)
 I + - Ilog I
 B@t7 n o do n gt(Y,) n dodo'
 1 na dlogft(#n) d loggt(yj)
 yn TyO n =-- n ? d dy'
 1 ? dlogg, e) dlogg,(n) 1 ? [ A(n) 1 a log gt(On,) ____. , - - Flog I
 YY7 n t= dy d y' n t=1 gL t(Yn) d dy dy'
 for some 0, and Y,r in the segments [Os, #n] and [y*, ] respectively. But, f ( ; 0*) = g( I ;y*)
 under Ho (Lemma 4.1) so that the first three terms in (A.15) are null. Moreover, given Assumptions
 A1-A7, Jennrich's uniform Strong Law of Large Numbers, the second term in Vo6n (or V , ) goes
 almost surely to zero since f(1; = g( J I; y*) under Ho . Hence Va,n = Bf + op(1), Vyy,, = Bg +
 op(l), Vo = -Vyg,7,- Bfg +op(l). Since nll2(?n-9*) and nl/2(y - y*) are both OP(l), we obtain
 from (A. 15):
 (A. 17) n ,2, n ( 6n-@ 8n Y-Y*) V( 6n-t1 ( -Y*,) + &p (1 )
 where
 (A.18) V [ Bgf Bfg
 From Lemma A and Lemma 3.2, it remains to show that the eigenvalues of V5 are equal to the
 squares of the eigenvalues of W = Q2 where Q is defined in (A.8). It is easy to check that V = Q JQ.
 Thus V2 = (QZ)2. This completes the proof.
 PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.4: From Lemma A, (A.20), and Rao and Mitra (1971, Theorem 9.2.1), it
 follows that nC% (or nCn2) has a hmiting (central) chi-square distribution if and only if >JVTV> =TVT
 in which case the number of degrees of freedom is tr V. Using (3.8) we have:
 (A.19) VZ [lp - BfgBg Bgf Bf ; 0 1
 0; Iq - Bgf B- B Bg-g B
 (A.20) T VZ B= - Bj ( IpB gBgiBg j B7) BJ Bf g Bg- IqB- gj f Bj BfBg Bg ( ) V BBgfB7I(Ip BjgBgBgj1); Bg 1(Iq BgfB7fBfgBg-) J
 (A.21) ZJVZVN- F B1(Ip - BJgB[lBgjBf l)2; Bf1BfgB71(IqIBgf B- BfB B)g 1
 LBg1B B'( 1(Ip 1BjB71)2; B_ f(IqBBBgIB BBf1) I
 Hence E2V>VZV = ZVZ if and only if Ip - Bfg Bg- 'B>f B7- ' and Iq - BgfjBf1Bjg Bgl are both idempo-
 Hence i.e., =TV if and only if B> Bf Bg- 1Bg B> D- and I Bgf Bi- BBf Bg- 1 are both idempotet tent, i.e., if and only if BJ~B-1BgJB71 and~ Bg B1f on -i are both BidemIndeed,
 But, BfgBg- Bgfj 17 idempotent if and only i gf17fgg idempotent. rank(BjgBg')(BgjBf')=rankisBide Bgf -ra Bfg B g' Ths dmoetIne,
 rank(BfgBg-1)( BgfB-)=rankBfg Bg- Bgf rankB = rank B Bg-1. Thus, from Rao and Mitra
 (1971, Lemma 2.2.7), if (BJgBg- 1)(BgfB7- ) is idempotent, then (BgfB >1)(BjgBg-1) is also idempo-
 tent. By the same argument, if Bgf B7 1BfgBg 1 is idempotent, then BfgBg- 1Bgf B71 1 is also idempotent.
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 This establishes the equivalences between (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). Finally, from (A.19):
 (A.22) tr VT = p + q - tr ( Bfg B- Bgf By lI) - tr ( Bgf BBfg Bg-1)
 = p + q - 2 tr (B Bg- 1Bgf B1)
 Since Bfg B- Bgj BD1 must be idempotent for n2 to be chi-square distributed asymptotically, then
 tr ( Bg Bg- lBgf Bi 1 ) = rank ( Bfg Bg i Bgf Bl) = rank Bgf. This completes the proof.
 PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1: Straightforward from Theorem 3.3-(ii), and Lemma 4.2 since f( I; 0*)
 * g( I -y*) (footnote 3) and (24 > 0 (Lemma 4.1).
 PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1: Since Wn converges almost surely to W and since the eigenvalues of a
 matrix are continuous in the elements of the matrix (see, e.g., Horn and Johnson (1985, p. 540)), then
 the eigenvalues An converge almost surely to X*. Part (i) follows from Theorem 4.3, since Mp+ q (x; X)
 is continuous in X. Part (ii) follows from Lemma 4.2-(i). Part (iii) is proved similarly.
 PROOF OF LEmMA 6.2: We shall prove that (ii) = (i) = (iii) = (ii). We shall also freely switch
 between the measures (vy X Hz) and Hx because they are equivalent by Assumption A1-(b). Without
 loss of generality, we assume that Hylz( *) - F9, which is equivalent to ho( l ) =f( I 6) for
 some SO in 9. It follows from Assumption A3-(b) and Jensen's inequality that 0* = SO. Thus
 h?(. Il ) =f(- | ; *).
 (ii) (i): Since ho( ) =f I ;*), then ho(- .)=g(L;y* so that Ho,(z ( G|.y
 (i) (iii): Since Ho, z( e )Gy, then ho( l )g( I ;y*) as above. Since h? ( I )*),
 then f( I *) = g( -; yy*) for Hx-almost all (y, z), which implies (iii).
 (iii) => (ii): Since ho( I ) =f( I 6; *) for (vy X Hz) almost all (y, z), (iii) implies:
 l fog f (YIZ; 0) f(YlZ; 9*)vy(dy)} HZ(dz) = O.
 Then (ii) follows from Jensen's inequality and Hx = Fylz( ;*)Hzo(I).
 PROOF OF THEOREM 6.3: Under Ho, it follows from Lemma 6.2 that f | ;I *) =g(- ; y*).
 Then, Part (i) follows from Theorem 3.3-(i), the continuity of Mp+q(x; X) in X, and the strong
 convergence of X,, to the eigenvalues X* of W. Parts (ii) and (iii) follow from Lemma 3.1.
 PROOF OF LEMMA 7.1: We shall prove that (ii) => (i) =* (iv) =* (iii) =* (ii).
 (ii) (i): Since * Ec +(F), 3y E F such that 0* = 4(y). Thus, from Assumptions A1-(b) and A8,
 g( f ) = I(- ; 9*) for H?-almost all (y, z), which implies E?[log g(YjIZ1; Y)] >
 E0[logf(Y,jZ,;0)] for any 6 in e and, in particular for any O=4(y) for yeF. Using again
 Assumption A8, we have E0[logg(Y,IZ,; y)] >a E0[logg(Y,IZ,; y)] for any y E F, which implies that
 = y* from Assumption A3-(b), and hence that 0* = 0(y*).
 (i) (iv): Obvious given Assumptions A1-(b) and A8.
 (iv) (iii): Obvious.
 (iii) (ii): Suppose that 0* e +(F); then 6* * --(y*). From (iii), Assumptions A1-(b) and A8,
 we have E?[log f( Y, I Z,; 0*)] = E?[log f( Y, I Z,; 6)], which contradicts the uniqueness of 6*.
 LEMMA B: Given Assumptions A1-(b), A2-A5 and A8, we have under Ho@:
 d 4V(#y*) do (y*) 84V(y*) do A(Y)
 (ii) Bgf(y*,G*) = a y (*),
 ... d+'~~84(y*)
 (iii) q p, rank =q 0 ) ~~~~d y
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 PROOF OF LEMMA B: Under Assumptions A1-(b) and A8, d log g(. I ;y)/dy= d='ldy
 d log f I ;4(y))/dOHx-almost surely. But under Ho, we have 0* =4(y*) (Lemma 7.1), which
 establishes (ii) and the first equality of (i) using the definitions of Bg, Bf, and Bgf. In addition:
 a2 logg d,' d2 logf do dak d logf
 dydy' dy dodo' dy' k dydy' do k yy'ak
 H?-almost surely, where we have omitted the arguments of the functions, and where 4k is the kth
 component of 4. Since E?[d logf(Y,lZ,; O*)/dO] = 0 and since 0* = 4(y*), the second equality of (i)
 follows. Finally, (iii) follows from this equality and the fact that Af (0*) and Ag(y*) are nonsingular
 matrices (see, White (1982a), Theorem 3.1)).
 PROOF OF THEOREM 7.2: Since under Ho, we have f( I ;*)=g(= I ;y*) (Lemma 7.1), then (i)
 follows from (7.3) and Theorem 3.3-(i) if we show that the nonzero eigenvalues X* of W are the
 nonzero eigenvalues of W. But, using Lemma B, the eigenvalues of W solve:
 -BfA7- XIp; aBf d1
 0=det dBo,y d Aol
 [ B A I Bf d A Xi,-
 =detL - A X ; -B A
 do do,' d
 =dt- Bf-,If-' - XIp + By-A - 1 _; - Bf-A- , = et a y y' I,,
 L 0~~; - A Iq
 where the second equation follows from the first equation by adding to the second-row matrices the
 first-row matrices premultiplied by the full row-rank matrix d4'/ldy (Lemma B-(iii)), and where
 the third equation follows from the second equation by adding to the first-column matrices the
 second-column matrices postmultiplied by - da'ady. Hence, the eigenvalues of W solve:
 (A.23) O=XQdet -BfAf-' +B Ag ld -XI f ta y' g ay I
 which establishes that the nonzero eigenvalues of W are the nonzero eigenvalues of W as defined by
 (7.4). Equation (A.23) also shows that the eigenvalues of W are all real and nonnegative since
 A-' - [do1/dy']A;-[da4'/dy] =A-' - [ad4/dy']([ad'/dy]Af[dal/dy'])-1[dl'/dyI which is n.s.d.
 Part (ii) follows from Lemma 3.1 and Ha= Hf.
 PROOF OF COROLLARY 7.3: If A+ B =0, then it follows from Lemma B-(i) that under Hg,
 Ag + Bg = 0. Part (i) follows from Corollary 3.4. Part (ii) is identical to Theorem 7.2-(ii).
 PROOF OF THEOREM 7.4: Since Ha = Ho', (i) follows from Theorem 4.3 since the nonzero
 eigenvalues of W are the eigenvalues of W. Part (ii) follows from Lemma 4.2 since Ha is equivalent
 to HA. Part (iii) is proved similarly.
 PROOF OF COROLLARY 7.5: As noticed in the proof of Corollary 7.3, both information matrix
 equivalences hold under H9. Then (i) follows from Corollary 4.4-(iv) since Bgf B7 BfgjBg- 1 is equal to
 Iq (using Lemma B). Parts (ii) and (iii) are identical to Theorem 7.4-(ii) and (iii).
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